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Abstract 
A methodology for formulating an elasto-plastic large deformation 
finite element model, which based on the Prandtl-Reuss flow rule, Hill's 
anisotropic yield criterion, and updated Lagrangian formulation, is 
developed to simulate the deep drawing process of cylindrical cup.  In 
the analyzing process, the punch displacement is used to represent the 
simulation increment.  The displacement increment of the calculation 
step is determined by the yield state of the element, contact or separation 
between the workpiece and tools, and the incremental confinement of the 
maximum strain and the rotation angle.  The Coulomb friction law was 
introduced to treat the alternation of sliding or sticking state of friction at 
the contact interface.  The cup drawing of anisotropic materials is 
analyzed by using the finite element method to determine the relation 
between earing behavior and material anisotropy, and predict the profile 
of earing.  The data of deformation histories from deep drawing process 
can be obtained by using the three-dimensional finite element simulation.  
The simulation results include deformation diagrams in different forming 
stages, relationship between the punch load and the punch displacement, 
distribution of stress and strain, cup heights, and the variation of cup 
thickness and so on.  A set of drawing die, cylindrical punch, and blank 
holder, are designed for experiments.  The experiments are set on the 
hydraulic forming machine to simulate the deep drawing process of metal 
sheet.  The simulation and experimental results are compared to verify 
the reliability about the development of elasto-plastic three-dimensional 
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finite element program in this project. 
Moreover, this project combines the parallel processing technology 
with finite element program to analyze earing phenomenon in the deep 
drawing process of metal sheet.  The domain decomposition method is 
applied to compute the parallel processing program.  The parallel 
processing software of Compaq KAP Fortran/OpenMP is used to compile 
the source program.  This project will execute the parallel processing 
program and the original source program in the deep drawing process.   
According to the simulation results, the execution time will compare 
between the parallel processing program and the original source program.  
The simulation results show that the parallel processing technology will 
increase the calculation performance of the elasto-plastic 
three-dimensional finite element program in this project. 
Keywords?deep drawing, anisotropic, earing, finite element, parallel 
processing 
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Experiment with zinc stearate lubricant
Tirst type simulation with circular blank
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Experiment with zinc stearate lubricant
Second type simulation with circular 
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????? ???? ???? ????
?? 1185 2336 





?? ???????? ??? 469 432 
 




















Experiment with zinc stearate lubricant
Third type simulation with 1/4 isotropic 

















B : The first type of 1/2 circular blank
A
A : The first type of circular blank
B
C : The first type of 1/4 circular blank
C
D : The second type of circular blank
D E







? 4-28 ???????? CPU??????? 
 















Experiment with zinc stearate lubricant
Simulation with 1/4 isotropic circular 
blank for     = 0.05
Simulation with 1/4 anisotropic circular 
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(A-1) ????? 8 mm?????????? 
 
 
(A-2) ????? 8 mm?????????? 
? 4-30 ???????????????? 
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(B-1) ????? 16 mm?????????? 
 
 
(B-2) ????? 16 mm?????????? 
? 4-30 ??????????????????? 
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(C-1) ????? 24 mm?????????? 
 
 
(C-2) ????? 24 mm?????????? 
? 4-30 ??????????????????? 
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(D-1) ????? 32 mm?????????? 
 
 
(D-2) ????? 32 mm?????????? 
? 4-30 ??????????????????? 
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(E-1) ????? 40 mm?????????? 
 
 
(E-2) ????? 40 mm?????????? 
? 4-30 ??????????????????? 
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Simulation with 1/4 isotopic circular
blank for     = 0.05
Simulation with 1/4 anistropic circular
blank for     = 0.05
H = 8 mm
H = 16 mm
H = 24 mm
H = 32 mm
H : Punch stroke
 
? 4-31 ?????????????????????? 
 
0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0 70.0 80.0 90.0















Simulation with 1/4 isotropic circular 
blank for    =0.05 
Simulation with 1/4 anisotropic circular 
blank for    =0.05 
 
? 4-32 ?????????????????????? 
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Experiment with zinc stearate lubricant 
Simulation with 1/4 anisotropic blank
for    = 0.05 
 
? 4-33 ????????????????????????? 
0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0 70.0 80.0






















Simulation with 1/4 isotropic blank
for    = 0.05
Simulation with 1/4 anisotropic blank 
for    = 0.05 
 
? 4-34 ?????????????????????????? 
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0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0 70.0 80.0






















Simulation with 1/4 isotropic blank
for    = 0.05
Simulation with 1/2 isotropic blank 





? 4-36 ???????????????? 
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 (A-1) ????? 8 mm??????????? 
 
 
(A-2) ????? 8 mm??????????? 
? 4-37 ???????????????? 
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(B-1) ????? 16 mm??????????? 
 
 
(B-2) ????? 16 mm??????????? 
? 4-37 ??????????????????? 
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(C-1) ????? 24 mm??????????? 
 
 
(C-2) ????? 24 mm??????????? 
? 4-37 ??????????????????? 
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(D-1) ????? 32 mm??????????? 
 
 
(D-2) ????? 32 mm??????????? 
? 4-37 ??????????????????? 
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(E-1) ????? 40 mm??????????? 
 
 
(E-2) ????? 40 mm??????????? 
? 4-37 ??????????????????? 
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(A-1) ????? 8 mm??????????? 
 
 
(A-2) ????? 8 mm??????????? 
? 4-38 ???????????????? 
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(B-1) ????? 16 mm??????????? 
 
 
(B-2) ????? 16 mm??????????? 
? 4-38 ??????????????????? 
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(C-1) ????? 24 mm??????????? 
 
 
(C-2) ????? 24 mm??????????? 
? 4-38 ??????????????????? 
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(D-1) ????? 32 mm??????????? 
 
 
(D-2) ????? 32 mm??????????? 
? 4-38 ??????????????????? 
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(E-1) ????? 40 mm??????????? 
 
 
(E-2) ????? 40 mm??????????? 
? 4-38 ??????????????????? 
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X? Z???????Y?????????? Y?????? Y?
Z???????X?????????????????????
????????? 805???? 760???? 
???????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????










??-?????? MPa)006309.0(734.514 227.0pεσ +=  
??????? mmt 00.1=  
????? MPa00.163=yσ  
????? MPa101.2 5×=E  
???? 3.0=ν  

















































?????????? 5-6???? 60mm?????????? 
???????????????????????????
45 ????????????????????????????
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? 5-1 ??????????? 
 
 
?? 5-1 ????? 
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 ? 5-2 ?????????????? 
 
 
? 5-3 ???????????????? 
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? 5-5 ???????????????????? 
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?? 5-2 ?????????? 
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Simulation with    = 0.1
Experiment with zinc stearate lubricant
 
? 5-7 ????????????????????????? 
?? 









? 5-8 ???????????????? 




??????(Shared Memory Multiprocessor System)???(2) ??






































(7) ???? IF????? 
(8) ????? 
(9) ????????? 
? Compaq KAP Fortran/OpenMP?????????????
????? 
(1) ???? CPU???? 







???? 667MHz Ev67? CPU???????? 8MB??????
? 2048MB??????? Tru64 UNIX????????? 6-1???
?????? Compaq KAP Fortran/OpenMP???????????
?????????? 
setenv  OMP_SCHEDULE       (static,dynamic,guided,runtime)  
setenv  OMP_DYNAMIC        (default is false.)  
setenv  OMP_NESTED          (default is false.)  
setenv  OMP_NUM_THREADS   (default value is the number of  
processors on the current system.) 




subroutine do_1 (a,b,n) 
real a(n,n), b(n,n) 
do i = 2, n 
do j = 1, i 
b(j,i) = ( a(j,i) + a(j,i-1) ) / 2 





subroutine do_1 (a,b,n) 




!$omp do schedule(dynamic,1) 
do i = 2, n 
do j = 1, i 
b(j,i) = ( a(j,i) + a(j,i-1) ) / 2 
enddo 
enddo 
!$omp end do nowait 




?!$omp end do nowait??????? do???????????
???????????????????? 
subroutine sp_1a (a,b,n)  
real a(n), b(n)  
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!$omp parallel  
!$omp&   shared(a,b,n)  
!$omp&   private(i)  
!$omp do  
do i = 1, n  
a(i) = 1.0 / a(i)  
enddo  
!$omp single  
a(1) = min( a(1), 1.0 )  
!$omp end single  
!$omp do  
do i = 1, n  
b(i) = b(i) / a(i)  
enddo  
!$omp end do nowait  
































































???????????????????? 17%? 20%??? 
? 6-2?? 6-3?????????????????????
????????????????????????? CPU ??
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? 6-1 AlphaServer DS20E 6/667 UNIX Packaged System???? 
?  ? ?          ?          ?          ? ?  ?
? AlphaServer DS20E 6/667 UNIX Packaged System 1 
 
Hardware Includes: 
-667MHz Ev67 CPU 
-8MB DDR cache 
-1.44MB Floppy 
-600MB CD-ROM drive 
-Mouse 
Software Includes: 
-Tru64 UNIX Base Lic 
-Unlimited User Lic 
-Compaq Insight Manager 
-Internet AlphaServer System Software Kit 
 
? AlphaServer DS20E Pedestal/Tower Kit 1 
? PCILVD SCSI, 10/100 Enet,2D 1 
 




? 6Slot Card Cage for the ES40 & DS20E Platforms Providing support for 1" drives 1 
? 18GB 10K rpm U3 Universal Hard driv 1 
? Power Cord U.S./Canada/Japan 1 
 -EOQ=1  
? 101/102key Keyboard 1 
? AlphaServer DS20E6/667 SMP Upgrad: 1 
 Includes EV67/667MHz CPU and Tru64 UNIX SMP  extension license  
? Kingstone 1024MB RAM 2 
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Simulation with parallel 
Simulation without parallel
Experiment with zinc stearate lubricant
 
? 6-1 ?????????????????????????? 
???????? 
 
















FI scheme with parallel 
FI scheme without parallel
SRI scheme without parallel
SRI scheme with parallel
 
? 6-2 ?????????????????????????? 
????????????? 
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SRI scheme with parallel
SRI scheme without parallel
FI scheme with parallel
FI scheme without parallel
 
? 6-3 ?????????????????????????? 
???????????? 
 
0.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00 50.00 60.00
























SRI scheme with parallel
SRI scheme without parallel
FI scheme with parallel
FI scheme without parallel
 
? 6-4 ?????????????????????????? 
?????? 45?????????? 
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0.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00 50.00




















SRI scheme with parallel
SRI scheme without parallel
FI scheme with parallel
FI scheme without parallel
 
? 6-5 ?????????????????????????? 
????????????? 
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? 6-7 ?????????????????? 
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? 6-9 ?????????????????? 
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 ? 6-10 ?????????????????????? 
 
 
       SRI scheme                SRI scheme























? 6-11 ?????????????????????????? 
???? CPU????? 
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     FI scheme                 FI scheme





















? 6-12 ????????????????????????? 
?? CPU????? 
 


























? 6-13 ?????????????????????????? 
?? CPU????? 
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? 6-2 ?????????????????????????? 
? 740????????? CPU????? 
 ????? CPU?????? 
FI scheme without parallel 1209.9 (min) 12.921 sec/step 
FI scheme with parallel 998.95 (min) 10.67 sec/step 
SRI scheme without parallel 906.97 (min) 9.728 sec/step 




? 6-3 ?????????????????????????? 
? 340????????? CPU????? 
 ????? CPU?????? 
FI scheme without parallel 312.7 (min) 4.84 sec/step 
FI scheme with parallel 263.2 (min) 4.144 sec/step 
SRI scheme without parallel 234.4 (min) 3.613 sec/step 
SRI scheme with parallel 197.3 (min) 3.094 sec/step 





















?????? 0 ??45 ?? 90 ???????? 53.838mm?
51.256mm? 51.069mm????????????????? 8.0=∆R
??????????????????????????????
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????????? 1.227mm? 1.13mm????????????
45 ?????????????????????? 1.581mm ?
1.25mm?????????????????????????
1.346mm? 1.15mm? 
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αh ??????? ??? α
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]I[ ????? 
]J[ ?Jacobian?? 
 J ?[ ???? ]J
]K[ ??????????? 
E]K[ ??????? 
]K[ fr ??????? 
]K[ ep ????????? 
]K[ σ ????????? 
ijL ?[ ??????? ]L
]N[ ????? 
),(N ηξα ??????? ????? α
j0n ? ?????????? 0dS
jn ? ?????????? dS
ijP ????????? 
]Q[ ?[ ??????? ]Z
t0S ????????? 
u0S ?????????? 
0dS ???????  0dS
dS??????? 
ijs ?[ ?Lagrange??????? ]sij
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),,(x i ζηξα ???? ??? α
 top
ix
α ?????? ?????????? α
bot 
ixα ?????? ?????????? α
Y?????????? 
ijδ ?Kronecker’s symbol 
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0ρ ??????? 
ρ??????? 





oσ ?Cauchy??? Jaumann?? 
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ζ?layers of lamina 
ξ , ?fibers η










r, s???? 1? 5 
α??? 
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